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San Gabriel River work under way

The 30-year master plan approved by county includes 130 projects.

In the San Gabriel Valley, the Regional Park and Recreation District's first project is to build a park on a 40-acre piece of land bought from the city of El Monte. The park will be called the San Gabriel Valley Regional Park.

The park will cost about $1 million and will be located near the intersection of Valley Boulevard and the city of El Monte. It will feature two trails, one for hikers and one for bikers, and will be open to the public.

The park will also include a children's playground, an outdoor stage, and a dog park. The park will be open daily from sunrise to sunset.

Center to track terrorists

The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) has launched a new website to track the activities of terrorists around the world.

The website, called the International Terrorism Information Center (ITIC), will provide real-time information on terrorist activities, including the location, dates, and details of the attacks.

The website will also include a map of the world that highlights the locations of terrorist activities.

The ITIC will be updated daily and will be available to the public for free.

Crew to tape sheriff's deputies daily activities for TV show

The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department is joining forces with a TV show to record the daily activities of its deputies.

The show, called "The Daily Life of a Sheriff's Deputy," will be produced by the network ABC and will feature a behind-the-scenes look at the daily life of a sheriff's deputy.

The show will be filmed on location at the sheriff's department and will be shot in 30-minute segments.

The show will be aired on ABC and will be available online as well.

"The Daily Life of a Sheriff's Deputy" will give viewers a rare look at the life of a sheriff's deputy, including the challenges they face and the issues they deal with on a daily basis.

The show will be hosted by a former sheriff's deputy who will provide commentary and insight into the daily life of a sheriff's deputy.

The show will be a great addition to the TV show and will provide viewers with a unique perspective on the daily life of a sheriff's deputy.
Crew to tape sheriff’s deputies for TV show

Artist turns 9/11 emotions into mural
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Woman gets life for tutor’s murder

Center to track terrorists

Artist turns 9/11 emotions into mural
Woman gets life sentence for murder plot

She was trying to cover up a theft to avoid third strike law

By Bill Anderson

A woman, identified only as L.B., was convicted of first-degree murder in a man's death in an Arizona mosque last year.

L.B., 36, was sentenced to eight years in prison after pleading guilty to the charge in July. She denied murdering the man, 42, who was shot to death in a mosque last year.

L.B. said she was surprised her conviction was overturned because she had no prior convictions.

The conviction came after a lengthy trial in which she was found guilty of murder.

L.B. said she had been feeling bad for several weeks before the shooting but had no idea she would be charged with murder.

Center to track terrorists

In a move to help the United States track potential terrorists, the Federal Bureau of Investigation is using a new software tool called the "Terrorist Watch List".

The tool allows FBI agents to search for names and aliases in a database of known or suspected terrorists.

Tiny owl has first class flight back to Arizona

By Diane L. Brown

A tiny owl was captured in a high school's science lab last week.

The owl was found in a classroom at Desert Vista High School in Phoenix, where it had been flying around the ceiling for several weeks.

The owl was later released into the wild after being examined by a veterinarian.

The owl was seen flying around the school's science lab for several weeks before it was captured by a student.

The owl was later examined by a veterinarian who determined it was healthy and had no underlying health problems.

The owl was released into the wild after it was examined and determined to be healthy.
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SpaceShipOne soars to edge of atmosphere

The company took each step a half way to the $100 million prize

Peterson defense blames police
They accuse investigators of opening their lock while focusing elsewhere on their case.

Auction delayed for Bonds’ 700th homerun ball
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24 pt head much too small for top of page
avoid bumping heads; move Travis story/photo to top of page and move N. Korea beneath it.
bad grammar in Vatican head, and the drop head needs attribution
need first name and description of who people in the pull quotes
be sure to use correct byline style
nice page, though the task force story should have a deck head
the task force headline needs more space between letters
grammar: Vatican calls for ban on human cloning
lead head should read **Southern Israeli town** ....
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**Cabazon** head is too close to its story

**Top base** story: March AFB house the U.S.’s top surveillance center, but it’s the top military base in the nation
poor grammar in death on live TV story
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deck head with Powell story repeats his name and some of the info in main head. refer to him as the secretary of state in the deck head

prisoner indicted head doesn’t reflect what the story is about (see next slide)
ANNAPOLIS, Md. - A man in prison for extorting a business competitor was indicted Wednesday on federal charges of possessing ricin and nicotine sulfate, both possible biological weapons.

...  

Tereshchuk, 42, was indicted by a federal grand jury on charges that include possession of weapons-grade, unregistered toxins, an offense that carries a maximum sentence of life in prison.

...

Tereshchuk pleaded guilty in June to extortion for attempting to force MicroPatent, an East Haven, Conn., trademark information company, to pay him $17 million. He could receive 20 years in prison at his sentencing, scheduled for Oct. 22.
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**Scientists: Rumbling will cause ash eruption**